WHO NEEDS A VALENTINE WHEN YOU'VE GOT THE THRILLHAMMER?

WORLD'S FUNNIEST SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS

LOADS OF PORN REVIEWS

VIVA'S BAD BOY AMENDMENT

C.A.D. BEATS CHRISTIAN UPSIDE THE HEAD... WITH HIS OWN BIBLE

HOW TO SPOT A BASTARD BY HIS STAR SIGN
STIMULATES PARTS OF YOUR BODY THE OTHER PAGES DON'T!

FIND RAYNA ONLY AT...

Baby Dolls
SOUTHWEST'S FINEST

Corner of 30th & Barbur
9050 SW Barbur Blvd. (503) 245-4545
Discreet back lot parking with side door entrance.

Honey Suckles
LINGERIE
3520 NE 82ND AVE.
(503) 252-8351 • Discreet Parking

NOW HIRING AT BOTH LOCATIONS
Downtown at 5th & Burnside

Cabaret

OPEN MON-FRI NOON-2:30AM, SAT & SUN 4PM-2:30AM

FREE ADMISSION WITH THIS AD!

MORE THAN JUST A STRIP CLUB!

THE HOTTEST PRIVATE DANCES ANYWHERE!

BACHELOR PARTY SPECIALS

LUNCH & DINNER SPECIAL
HOUSE STEAK W/FRIES
ONLY $3 NOON-2PM & 7PM-9PM

STARLETT

DANCERS!
NO STAGE FEES!
AUDITIONS DAILY!
CALL CLUB FOR DETAILS

503 W BURNSIDE • PORTLAND, OR 97209 • (503) 525-4900
OREGON THEATRE
OPEN NOON - 11PM DAILY • LATE SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT WITH A SPECIAL COUPLES SECTION
WE’RE BACK WITH SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!
• 3 ALL NEW XXX MOVIES EVERY DAY ON OUR HUGE 25’ VIDEO SCREEN!
• COZY, CUDLY LIVING ROOM SEATING!
• VIDEO SALES! • ADMISSION $6
STRAIGHT MOVIES EVERY SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY - THURSDAY - FRIDAY
STRAIGHT MOVIES CHANGE FRIDAYS & MONDAYS AND ARE PLAYED IN A DIFFERENT ORDER DAILY
BI-SEXUAL MOVIES EVERY SATURDAY
ALL MALE GAY MOVIES EVERY WEDNESDAY
3530 SE DIVISION • 503-232-8191
ON Tri-Met BUSLINE #4-DIVISION • OPEN FOR BUSINESS DURING REMODELING

Your Neighborhood Bar... only better!
Club CABOS
EXOTIC ENTERTAINMENT
Open & featuring beautiful women at 7AM EVERYDAY!
Daily Breakfast Special. Breakfast served all day.
$10.95 T-Bone Dinner Special.
FULL MENU FULL BAR MICROBREWS
FOR AUDITIONS CALL ROCKSTAR PROMOTIONS (503) 54-9771
You’ll love our fun & friendly atmosphere!
OPEN DAILY 7AM - 2:30AM
5145 SE McLoughlin Blvd. • 503-232-3799

UNION JACKS CLUB
$2 PBR PINTS ANYTIME!
HAPPY HOUR 3PM-10PM WITH $10 TABLE DANCES AND 1/2 OFF APPETIZERS
NOW HIRING DANCERS! CALL FOR AUDITIONS
938 E BURNSIDE • 503-236-1125
JUST ACROSS THE BRIDGE FROM DOWNTOWN • OPEN 2:30PM-2:30AM DAILY • COUPLES WELCOME • ALT FRIENDLY

EXOTIC COVERGIRL, GIA
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Centerfold Suites
Downtown Portland's Premier Destination for Private Erotic Entertainment

NEW MODELS FOR AUDITIONS CALL 888-859-4100

OPEN 24HRS FRIDAY & SATURDAY!
LOCATED DOWNTOWN • 314 W. BURNSIDE • 503.222.9823

DANCIN' BARE
WHERE REAL MEN GO TO PARTY!

SUPER BOWL SUNDAY FEB. 6TH
TOPLESS WAITRESSES...
SPECIAL HALFTIME SHOW
FEATUREING THE TWINS & THEIR BIG SISTER HEIDI

MONDAY
1/2 PRICE TABLE DANCES 7-11PM
APPETIZERS 2 FOR $6.00
4-6PM & 8-11PM

TUESDAY
1/2 PRICE TABLE DANCES 7-11PM
TACOS 2 FOR $1.50 ALL DAY
PARTY W/ AMELIA
YOUR NAKED MC
7PM-CLOSE

WEDNESDAY
1/2 PRICE TABLE DANCES 7-11PM
APPETIZERS 2 FOR $6.00
PARTY W/ AMELIA
YOUR NAKED MC
7PM-CLOSE

THURSDAY
LADIES NIGHT
SHOW US YOUR TITS
FOR SPECIALS & PRIZES
OR JUST BECAUSE

FRIDAY
GIRLS ON ALL 3 STAGES
STARTING AT 4PM
SURF & TURF SPECIAL $8.00
11:30AM-11PM
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
LIMITED EDITION AUTOGRAPHED
DANCIN' BARE T-SHIRT AUCTION

SATURDAY
GIRLS ON ALL 3 STAGES
STARTING AT 4PM

SUNDAY
FREE POOL
PHOTO BY PAT DIGERONIMO

8440 N INTERSTATE • 503-285-9073

NO COVER CHARGE • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11:30AM-2:30AM
Sugar Daddy's
13560 SE Powell • 503.760.2988
Open Mon. - Thurs., 10AM - 4AM Fri. - Sat., 24 Hours

Voted Portland's
#1 Lingerie
Modeling Shop

#1

POWELL BLVD.
Entrance
off 135th
Private, Discreet
Back Parking Lot

Syreeca & Sadie
Wed. 10pm-4am
Thurs. 10pm-4am
Sat. 4pm - 10pm
2 Girl Specials
or Call for Appt.
SENSUAL
RUBDOWNS

NOW HIRING
503-975-7734
Dennis Hof's World Famous
Bunny Ranch
CARSON CITY, NV
www.bunnyranch.com

Not Just Sex...
It's An Adventure

The home of Cat House, HBO's highest rated show ever about the world famous Bunny Ranch!

Air Force Amy

The Best Little Whorehouse in the Western World
Penthouse Magazine

America's hottest Cat House
Larry Flynt

These Girls are Hot
Howard Stern

Sunshine Lane
April
Nikki Lynn
Ray Veness
Kate Frost
Danielle

dennis@bunnyranch.com • Call Toll Free: 1-888-BUNNY-RANCH
(1-888-286-6972)

THE BUNNY RANCH IS ALWAYS HIRING AND INTERVIEWING FUN GIRLS FOR SAFE, LEGAL SEX.
TWO GIRLS MADE OVER $500,000 2 YEARS IN A ROW.
CONTACT US AT WWW.BUNNYRANCH.COM
Hiring Dancers Now!

18+ up

- Airfare + On-site Housing Assistance Available
- Lots of Men and $$$
Looking for Warm Hearts and Talented Bodies

Call (907) 248-4466
or (907) 455-6833

Showgirls
Of Alaska

The Love Boutique
1720 SE 122nd Ave. PDX (503) 252-2017

An adult gift shop for lovers and friends
Make Your Valentine’s Day Hot!

- Men’s & Women’s Lingerie
- Sensuous Oils & Lotions
- Board Games for Lovers
- Sexual Aides
- Now Taking Orders for SHOES!

Shop online at www.lboutique.com

Hours: Mon-Thu 10:30am-7:30pm, Fri 10:30am-9pm, Sat 10:30am-8pm

MISS NUDE OREGON

2005 COMING SOON!!!

Come see Miss Nude Oregon
2004 Reagan give away her title.

Sponsored by:
The Dolphin Clubs, Exotic Magazine, Widmer, Red Hook, Budweiser, Uncovered Magazine, SFX Magazine and more!

For Event & Sponsorship Info Call Gary (503) 627-8668
BOOM BOOM ROOM

FEATURING THE HOTTEST DANCERS IN SW PORTLAND!

8345 SW BARBUR BLVD. - 503.244.7630 - OPEN EVERY DAY 2PM-2AM
SINFERNO
sex industry night
SUNDAYS
10pm-2:30am

Dante’s
Caffe’ Italiano
1 SW 3rd & Burnside • Tel. 22.666.30

SPARTACUS
Valentine’s Day
Shopping Event
25% Off Purchases
Free Hors doeuvres & More!
Wednesday, February 9th, 7pm - 9pm
Clackamas: 15536 SE 82nd Drive
Thursday, February 10th, 7pm - 9pm
Downtown: 300 SW 12th Avenue

Great Food...
Even Greater View.

927 SE MORRISON • 503.231.1606
Exotic Covergirl
Alyssa

The Gentlemen’s Choice in Private Lingerie Modeling

Secret Rendezvous
503.761.4040
12503 SE Division, C
24 Hours / 7 Days

Secret PLEASURES
503.644.5730
4345 SW Rose Biggi Ave.
Sun-Thu 10am-2am
Fri & Sat 10am-4am
24 Hours / 7 Days

Private Pleasures
503.768.9235
5W 53rd & Barbuer Blvd.
24 Hours / 7 Days
Exotic is not liable for any images of models used by advertisers to promote products or services. Rights and releases are the sole responsibility of the advertisers. All persons appearing in photos are over the age of 18. One copy of each edition of Exotic is available free to any person each month. Anyone removing magazines in bulk will be prosecuted on theft charges to the fullest extent of the law. Any reproduction of materials presented herein without the expressed written consent of the publisher is forbidden by law.

In scientific case studies, reading Exotic magazine has caused certain undesirable side effects. Possible side effects include headache, dizziness, mild nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, rash, swelling, itching, hives, swelling of the lips and face, hair growth, hand tremors, gum swelling, higher blood pressure, increase in cholesterol level, altered kidney function, swollen gums, acne, weight gain, blood in the urine, fluid retention, drowsiness, irritability, behavior changes, dry and itchy skin, premature ejaculation, complete male dysfunction, lips, Lyme disease and certain strains of knee-jerk, violent, right-wing republican behavior.
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Um... so my last column? The one wherein I listed what I wanted from a male partner and then solicited resumes? Well, it was clearly incomplete. I got many wonderful responses—well-written requests for coffee dates, caring critiques of my value system, concerned advice and pats on the back, but what was obvious in the end was that this love nut is a lot harder to crack than I made it out to be.

Ultimately it was the Hottest Chick in Town who—in the dressing room—made evident the error of my ways.

“Oh, Viva! If they would just LIE and say, ‘Honey, I just outran the cops today.’ Or something! They have to be BAAAAD. Or they have to lie.”

My God, I thought, she’s right. Then I thought about my shrink who repeatedly asks me to examine my fondness for dating criminals.

“I admire them,” I say. “I feel they are at odds with a fundamentally fucked-up and unjust system, and I worship them for it.”

Said shrink thinks I lack the capacity to read people, like the last guy I dated who was missing a handful of teeth and who tried harder to procure a doctor’s note saying he was RETARDED than he ever did trying to get a decent job.

One of my applicants for partnership called foul on my whole list. He deconstructed every line to show that my mating requirements were merely the usual What-Every-Woman-Wants: a hot, rich guitar player who gives her head for hours (see pg. 22). He said my list was “at best coded and incomplete and at worst utter bullshit.” Well, duh.

In the end it’s all star signs and love potions. Men are from Mars, women are from Venus. Or, as my darling Scorpio supplicant put it, riffing on Tom Arnold, “All women are crazy. All men are stupid.” Or, as my Brooklyn roommate is wont to say, “Chemistry is so important to you girls.”

Isn’t chemistry important to guys? Obviously they are less discriminating and can fuck a cold cantaloupe and get off happily, but aren’t certain cantaloupes more to their liking than others?

Every ostensibly “good” relationship I’ve bailed on I’ve done so due to lack of chemistry. If I’m not totally turned on by you, sex feels sweaty, sticky, uncomfortable and, ultimately, not unlike rape. Conversely, if I am into you—you ASSHOLE—you could hit me and, as the Phil Spector song goes, it would feel like a kiss.

So obviously there’s a new list. A continuance. A second page.

Dear Male Partner Prospect,

You must be a criminal. You must not treat me too well or I will not respect you. You must push me up against the wall of the shower on occasion and stick your tongue down my throat. Most importantly, I must really and thoroughly enjoy this. Otherwise you are going to jail.

Goddamnit I don’t know. A lot of this boils down to hero worship. I’ve got to respect and admire you in order to get hot for you and most of you are so ugh! I’ve done a lot with my life. I’ve lived—alone—on four continents and in six states. I am an athlete, an artist and an intellectual. I play four instruments and speak five languages. I bathe frequently and I like to fuck. I have wonderful friendships with hot chicks and I volunteer time and money to charitable causes. I’ve recorded seven albums, appeared in countless movies, documentaries and music videos, and seen publication of my writing in national periodicals. Not to toot my own horn or anything, but it’s getting harder and harder for you to impress me.

But then again how hard can it be? I’m a girl who’s impressed by the bums on street corners. My last boyfriend didn’t have a job or teeth! But in the end I run with wolves and you simply have to keep up.

What you can bring to my life are the things I can’t create on my own—that sweet easy feeling that everything is gonna be alright, that it’s only life after all, that we’re gonna rock out with our cocks out until they put us in the ground. And, on occasion, push me up against the wall of the shower, stick your tongue down my throat, and tell me you just outran the cops.
Here at Exotic, we’re not really in the habit of reviewing books. In fact, we’re not in the habit of reading books, or reading at all! We’d rather look at the pictures. But something about HOW TO SPOT A BASTARD BY HIS STAR SIGN, by Adele Lang and Susi Rajah, just screamed to be read, reviewed, and then purchased for every man, woman and child we know. HOW TO SPOT A BASTARD has won an Academy Award, a Grammy, two Golden Globes and the Nobel Prize for best book ever written. Here’s why!

Say you just broke up with not one but THREE Arieses, as strippers are wont to do. Pour yourself a glass of wine or Drano and turn to page three (no boring ass introductions here!) and look under the heading We’re-Hot-So-Shut-Up-and Worship-Us FIRE SIGNS, which begins thusly: "Out-of-control control freaks. Untalented show-offs. Ignorant know-it-alls. And that’s their good points..." On the following page, the girls go right for the Aries Bastard’s jugular:

"Once upon a time, in the Dark ages, there was this quaint little term known as a man’s man. Nobody knew quite what it meant. Except the poor unfortunate thing who was the man’s man’s woman—and she died a horrible death when she willfully stuck her head in the oven unto which she was chained."

Brilliant! What insight! What empathy! What WRITING! The next Bastard under Lang and Rajah’s microscope is the Leo Bastard. Instead of a profile of Leo, they instead reprint (because he forced them to) a play written by Leo, produced by Leo, directed by Leo and, of course, starring Leo.

I personally seem to stick with Fire Sign Bastards, but I’ve been thinking about settling down, maybe with one of those Hi-We’re-the-Most-Boring Men-On EARTH SIGNS, like, say, TAURUS. Well, Adele and Susi again know exactly where I’m at.

"You’re weaning yourself off the lithium and you’re in the process of finding a new job, savings account, and country to live in. In other words, you’re in the delicate process of recovering from a horrendous relationship with a total bastard (Aries, Scorpio, and Pisces spring to mind here, for no apparent reason)."

How do they do it? Have they dated every bastard on earth? Judging by their especially incisive read on the Aquarius Bastard, they’ve dated a lot of those. They’ve obviously also dated my last boyfriend, the Gemini Bastard ("the village idiot"). I realized this upon reading the final section of BASTARD, wherein there are twelve multiple-choice tests for you to discern which bastard you are most compatible with.

**When I read I like to:**

- a. sit down
- b. read a book review and then pretend I read the book
- c. color in the pictures
- d. Lick the pages to check for traps set by mischievous elves

They obviously also dated my lying sack-of-shit Aries ex-boyfriend, who obviously even lied to me about his star sign... He was a Pisces Bastard!

**Love is:**

- a. a lie
- b. a series of lies
- c. never having to say you’re sorry, no matter who you just slept with
- d. none of the above

In honor of St. (SATAN!) Valentine’s (SATAN!) Day (SATAN!), on the following page is a not-to-do list you can cuddle up with on your couch. Alone. With your cat.

BUY THIS BOOK FOR EVERYONE YOU KNOW! OR SUFFER THE CONSEQUENCES!
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TAURUS
The one man in the universe who seriously knows what’s good for you and goes about giving it to you, no matter how many times you tell him to get lost...

ARIES
Little known fact here: Not only is the Aries bastard God’s gift to women, he is actually God.

SCORPIO
If, even after reading BASTARD, you still want to experience what it feels like to have a relationship with a Scorpio bastard, find a busy freeway and throw yourself under a large truck. It will feel just like dating a Scorpio bastard but will be comparatively much less painful.

SAGITTARIUS
The fact that real astrologers can find anything pleasant to say about him, wasting entire virgin rain forests in the process, is pure magic. Indeed, advertising jerks have been able to retire on the government proceeds they received for the rash of safe-sex campaigns created especially for the Sagittarius bastard’s girlfriends. (The original slogan, “Avoid Sagittarius like the plague, otherwise you’ll end up catching it,” was ditched during research when the male Scorpio component complained about out-and-out favoritism.

CANCER
Water Sign bastards are to be avoided at all costs. They’re deceitful, highly strung deviants who are hard to pin down except to a mattress.

CAPRICORN
Finally, a man who takes relationships seriously. Blessed with the heart of a loan shark, the humor of an undertaker, and the sensitivity of a tax auditor, Capricorn takes everything seriously.

GEMINI
Gemini is particularly hard to spot. He’ll be standing in front of you, talking at you one instant and he’ll be a blur in the distance the next. This is a real problem if you want to shoot him.

CAPRICORN
Seven out of ten dead-end relationships involve a Libra bastard. The other three mainly concern Pisces bastards.

LEO
Look up at him in awe and wonder, and say ingenuously: “My, what a big, strong man you are,” “Gee, I wish I were as smart/witty/brave as you” or “Are you a famous movie star?” Or just wear a full-length mirror around your neck and don’t say anything at all.

AQUARIUS
He prides himself on his otherness. It follows, then, that his views on romantic relationships defy conventions and escape comprehension.
See, commitment limits personal growth for both partners. Love (like currency) should be circulated for the benefit of everybody, not hoarded in a miserly way to be doled out regularly to one individual.

VIRGO
Ever wonder what goes on in the mind of a serial killer? Find out what the FBI has been trying to discover for years by dating a Virgo bastard.

PISES
Water Sign bastards are to be avoided at all costs. They’re deceitful, highly strung deviants who are hard to pin down except to a mattress.
**SUPER BOWL SUNDAY**

Bottom’s Up is throwing a **HUGE SUPER BOWL PARTY** on Sunday, February 6th. Check out their new remodel, including a brand new stage and lots of hot new girls. Come in on Tuesday nights to see the Junior Varsity shake their shit on **AMATEUR NIGHT**, all month long!

If you’re on the other side of town, the **Dancin’ Bare** is the place to see the game 2/6. Relax while topless waitresses bring you your hot wings and beer. “The Twins” Danny and Daisy will be on hand—with big sis’ Heidi—for halftime entertainment. So get off the couch, potato!

**V.D.**

Picking the perfect sensuous gift for your someone special will be fun and easy this year, thanks to **SPARTACUS’ SPECIAL VALENTINE'S SHOPPING EVENT**, featuring 25% off purchases, free Valentine gift wrapping, beverages and hors d’oeuvres. Belly up to the **LUBE TESTING BAR** and watch kinky product demonstrations. Best of all, local favorites the Porcelain Twinz will be modeling lingerie. Don’t miss it! Wednesday Feb 9th, 7pm-9pm @ Spartacus Clackamas Store (15536 SE 82nd Drive, 503-657-7666). Thursday, Feb 10th, 7pm-9pm @ Spartacus Downtown Store (300 SW 12th Avenue, 503-224-2604).

**ROCK**

2/3 **MAKERS, BRIEFS, VOLUMES** @ Dante’s
2/4 **RICHMOND FONTAINE** @ Doug Fir
2/12 **HANK III** @ Dante’s
2/13 **INTERPOL, BLONDE RED-HEAD** @ Roseland
2/17 **SEX WORKERS’ ART SHOW** @ Berbati’s
2/18 **STEVE EARLE & THE DUDES** @ Crystal Ballroom
2/24 **GOSSIP** @ Nocturnal

---

**MUSICIAN WINS BEST VALENTINE AWARD**

From: Experience589@aol.com
Date: Sun, 16 Jan 2005

Hey,

My names Brandon i seen your ad in exotic magazine, and I liked it a lot. IM a 22 male i have short blonde hair blue green eyes 5’11 180lbs. I work out daily And play a lot of guitar. When i herd the name jimmi hendrix in the ad it really caught my attention, because im a huge fan. Especially when you said you want a man too play your body as well as he plays his guitar. That would be me i play a lot. I love kissing, im a lover and i would love to take you on hot dates in my car. Basically my life revolves around music constantly. I sing and play drums too. Me and my dad have a studio with a lot of equipment in it, and i will be playing live when the time is right. Pretty much i just want to tell you your ad described me. So i would love to hear back from you. "Further more" im very good looking easy going loyal and hard working. So please email me back. I would love too talk too you. thank you.

XOXOXO

P.S. Jimmi Hendrix, Jimmi Hendrix, Jimmi Hendrix
Now Hiring Dancers (18YRS & OLDER)

Come see our STATE-OF-THE-ART ARCADE!

Featuring the most generous time allotment for your dollar in town!

NEW 1-ON-1 SHOWS WITH NO GLASS, $25 & UP

NEW YEAR’S BLOWOUT SALES ON HOT ITEMS, MENTION THIS AD AND GET AN EXTRA 10% DISCOUNT

A WIDE SELECTION OF NOVELTIES, GIFTS MAGAZINES, MEN’S AND WOMEN’S DANCEWEAR & LINGERIE

RENTALS AS LOW AS $1 FOR 3 DAYS

STRAIGHT DVD’S AND TAPES STARTING AT $9.95 - 3 FOR $25

GAY DVD’S AND TAPES STARTING AT $6.95

CHECK OUT OUR HUGE SELECTION OF LEATHER/BONDAGE GEAR

SHOP ONLINE AND SAVE BIG!!!

WWW.FROLICSSUPERSTORE.COM

8845 NE SANDY BLVD., PORTLAND, OR • 503-408-9640
Sexual dysfunctions are distinguished from the broader category of "sexual disorders" in that dysfunctions are manifested physically. Whether the root cause is physical or mental, a dysfunction somehow physically impedes the satisfactory completion of the sex act and is therefore pretty fuckin' funny. Although the inability to achieve orgasm without having a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle defecate on your face is likewise funny, such a syndrome is fundamentally psychological rather than physical, especially if the pervert in question has no problem blowing his load after the turtle poops on him.

DESCRIPTION:
A prolonged, searingly painful erection lasting anywhere from four hours up to a few weeks. The condition is named after Greek fertility god Priapus, whose never-waning boner was said to be so huge that he could only have sex while standing in an open field.

CAUSES:
Sometimes caused by high blood flow to the penis; ironically, in other cases, it's due to low penile blood flow. It can also result from complications due to sickle-cell anemia or the use of certain anti-psychotic medications.

TREATMENT:
In early stages of priapism, decongestant medications can often induce the bone-bone to subside. But once the condition has advanced, blood must be drained through a needle jabbed into the man-shaft. Even then, some of the penile tissue may already be dead. Blood trapped in the penis rapidly grows stagnant, and if left untreated, penile amputation may be necessary.

WHY IT'S FUNNY:
It's an erection, but it isn't pleasurable! It's painful!

DESCRIPTION:
An involuntary contraction of the vaginal muscles which prevents entry for all foreign objects. Sensing an intruder, the female organ clenches itself so tightly that not even a pencil can nuzzle its way inside. The condition is thought to afflict anywhere from two to six percent of females.

CAUSES:
Daddy or an uncle raped her. Probably her uncle. Equating all penetration with the trauma of blunt-force sexual assault, the vagina shuts down like the door to the Batcave.

TREATMENT:
A lot of teddy bears, soft words, and the gentle, gradual insertion of plastic dilators escalating in size.

WHY IT'S FUNNY:
I enjoy the idea of a pouting vagina that puckers its lips and says, "NO!"

DESCRIPTION:
At the moment of orgasm, semen backfires up into the kidneys instead of shooting out the penis. The cum eventually dribbles out in cloudy urine.

CAUSES:
Sometimes caused by medication. In other cases, it's due to conditions ranging from diabetes to prostate or urethral surgery.

TREATMENT:
If caused by medication, the condition will typically subside once use of the medication is discontinued. If due to surgery, well, fella, you'll be squirting joy juice up into your kidneys 'til you die.

WHY IT'S FUNNY:
As with "vaginismus," "retrograde ejaculation" would make a great name for a pseudo-intellectual death-metal band.

The syndromes we'll be laughing at here involve a crippling of the sexual equipment—in all cases except one, the penis. In every instance, what's so goddamned funny is that the victim wishes to achieve the cleansing release of a whopping-good orgasm, but their body prevents them from doing so. With dysfunctions such as vaginismus and premature ejaculation, the physical problem is rooted in mental conflicts and thus has some hope of resolving itself. With others, tragically—well, tragically for the sufferers, yet hilariously for the rest of us—the problem is with the flesh itself and frequently offers a dim prognosis for the victim, his family members, and anyone who's ever called him a friend or lover. Funny shit!
**DESCRIPTION:**
Inside the penis, the spongy blood bags which engorge during arousal and give the appearance of “hardness” become ruptured, almost always during vigorous sex. A “popping” sound is often heard, immediately accompanied by loss of erection and howling pain. The penis becomes swollen, deformed, and is sometimes said to resemble an eggplant.

**CAUSES:**
Almost entirely psychological. In many cases, it’s only a matter of youth and inexperience. In several others, it may be caused by performance anxiety when a partner is new and their genitals are unfamiliar. In yet others, it’s linked to a complex of psychosexual traumas which would take years to uncover, providing fodder for dozens of additional jokes.

**TREATMENT:**
Intensive surgery, although it’s not always successful in restoring proper sexual and urinary functions.

**WHY IT’S FUNNY:**
Because whenever someone is told of an incident of premature ejaculation, they laugh. Always.

---

**DESCRIPTION:**
A severe curvature of the penis which renders intercourse extremely painful or impossible. Among some specimens, the penis is drastically shortened. In rare cases, the penis twists so much that its underside faces upward.

**CAUSES:**
Often strikes middle-aged men when calcium deposits or scars form on the highly elastic “tunica albuginea” membrane inside the penis. The hard lumps act as obstacles, forcing the penis to curve around them while filling with blood, resulting in the banana-or-worse degree of curvature that characterizes this affliction.

**TREATMENT:**
Although once stricken with Peyronie’s, you are unlikely to ever render your manhood straight as an arrow again, injections of calcium-channel blockers directly into the penis have shown some promise in softening the penile plaque which causes this heartbreaking—yet sidesplittingly enjoyable, at least from the sidelines—dysfunction.

**WHY IT’S FUNNY:**
Look at ol’ banana-dick over there! His junk is all curvy like a piece of macaroni!

---

**DESCRIPTION:**
Boy gets nervous. Boy shoots his goo way too early. Boy is ashamed. Girl is dissatisfied. Girl tells everyone that boy is a lousy lay. Boy is ridiculed and ostracized by townfolk. Boy moves to a trailer in a wooded area on the outskirts of town, where he eventually kills himself in a grisly satanic ritual involving innocent livestock.

**CAUSES:**
Almost entirely psychological. In many cases, it’s only a matter of youth and inexperience. In several others, it may be caused by performance anxiety when a partner is new and their genitals are unfamiliar. In yet others, it’s linked to a complex of psychosexual traumas which would take years to uncover, providing fodder for dozens of additional jokes.

**TREATMENT:**
A girl needs to gently counsel her lover when he is besieged by the hamsterlike urge to squirt his measly Love Drops within moments of viewing her naked form. She needs to reassure him that he is not an inadequate, despicable, laughable shell of a man who often causes her to have masturbatory fantasies about his best friend.

**WHY IT’S FUNNY:**
Because whenever someone is told of an incident of premature ejaculation, they laugh. Always.
Oregon’s very own internationally known
Acropolis
Club & Steakhouse

4 STAGES of Portland’s finest exotic entertainment

Featuring Aine & Paige

$4 Steak Specials 51 Beers on tap 300 liquor varieties

Call for auditions: Jim (503) 810-2902 • Tony (503) 810-2893

8235 SE McLoughlin • (503) 231-9611

Voleur
111 SW Ash St.
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 227-3764

Lunch Served Daily Happy Hour
3pm-6pm Mon-Sat All Day Sunday

Open 11am-4am Monday-Saturday
11am-4pm Sunday
Dear Mr. DeLillo,

I recently came upon your column while cleaning out my husband’s car. A client had left a copy of a pornographic magazine in which you are syndicated in the back seat under a bunch of dirty t-shirts. Your photo reminded me for a moment of my father and that is what caught my eye. Before I knew what had happened I had read your horrifying advice and I was down on my knees praying for your soul. I think that only by praying to the Lord can you save yourself from eternal damnation. My husband disagrees, he thinks that even if you prayed nonstop from now until the hour of your death you would still be kindling for the fiery furnaces of hell. We argued about it for some time and I finally gave up because I did not want to upset our six little girls. Perhaps my husband is right. The Bible says, “A man who lies with a male as with a woman, both have committed abomination; they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them.” (Lev, 20:13) I begged my husband to fall upon his knees and pray with me for your soul. Lucky for you the Lord our God is more forgiving than my husband.

Praying for your soul’s salvation,
Scandalized Conservative Apostolic Notifying Christian

Dear SCANC,

First of all, don’t ever pray for my soul again. I have sinned very hard to ensure a place for myself in hell in order to avoid being bored for all eternity by evangelical Christians in heaven. I swear to your God that if I hear that you have prayed for me after this warning I will be forced to kill and eat your six bible-thumping sluts-in-training to ensure my reservation in the netherworld. I would be doing you a favor. You would get to forever remember them as the little malnourished anemic haired self-righteous glassy-eyed mouth-breathing air suckers they are now and be spared seeing them grow up to be the fat malnourished anemic greedy-haired self-righteous glassy-eyed mouth-breathing cocksucking sluts that ninety-five percent of all girls from fundamentalist Christian backgrounds become.

Lucky for me your prayers mean nothing to God since you are your husband’s property and God does not consider you human. As Exodus (20:17) says, “You shall not covet your neighbor’s wife, or... his ox or donkey, nor anything that is thy neighbor’s.” That’s right SCANC, in God’s eyes you’re right up there with a donkey. Do you have a donkey? Maybe if the donkey and you pray together the combined power of your prayers might equal that of a dog’s. The Lord ought to smite you for even forming an opinion on my column, which I feel safe in assuming God is an avid reader of. Since He sees all, I am left with little evidence to the contrary. Since He has not yet smote me I can only assume He more or less agrees with all the advice I give. I think it’s safe to say that I am one of God’s agents on Earth, while he considers you to be nothing but a house-cleaning, meal-making, fetus-incubating jizz receptacle. Why do I, a sinning cum guzzler, have God’s ear, while your heartfelt prayers sound to Him like the braying of a mule? As you have no doubt said a million times, “God works in mysterious ways.”

Despite our close association, there are a lot of things that God and I disagree on. For instance I simply can’t stomach treating women as property, as he commands me to do. It goes against what it is to be a freedom-loving American. Being an American is my first priority in life because being an American means that I am free to kill, free to colonize, and free to spread my values to colored people around the globe. A lot of people in the world inexplicably hate those freedoms and so we must bomb them till they understand that without our brand of enduring freedom, they would be left to the whims of a dictator who is likely to be appointed by his father’s cronies instead of elected in a fair election, or “elected” in an election fraught with voting irregularities which disenfranchise minority demographics.

Sometimes enduring freedom is really hard and almost unendurable. That, SCANC, is something I’m sure you and I can both agree on. Everyone deserves a government that represents all its citizens. God thinks you are no better than a donkey, but I think you’re a hypocritical evangelical bitch, and as such deserve a say in our government, just like everyone else who chooses to live in denial and believe that their Christian husband has a client who leaves pornographic magazines in other people’s cars under a pile of cum-soaked t-shirts.

All The Best,
Cesar Augustus DeLillo, Agent of the Lord

Write: cadvice@mail.com
The hot new ABC show Desperate Housewives hit the right nerve in America’s suburban psyche. We all like to peep through the keyhole and check out the dirty little secrets of those seemingly contented women beeping the garage door open for their SUV’s. One of the housewives, Gabrielle, though married to a wealthy businessman, is banging their 17-year-old gardener on the side. In one episode she calls him on her cell phone and asks him where he is. “Algebra,” he replies. That’s gotta be the funniest line on TV this year.

Adam & Eve picked up on the lawnboy theme with CAMERA CLUB. But while network TV can get away with a desperate housewife committing statutory rape with a math whiz, the gardener in CAMERA CLUB is way more than barely legal.

CC’s housewife, Violet Blue, invites the gardener into the living room and gives him a dick massage with her cute feet. After the gardener leaves, Violet Blue’s husband blasts in the door after a hard day at the office. The dutiful wife proceeds to do her hubby who in turn blasts her in the ass.

Later Violet hosts a dinner party for her friends but gets upset that her husband bandies about the details of their sex life with the guests. Violet faints, which strikes me as possibly melodramatic since she has been fucking the gardener when hubby’s at work. When she comes to, her houseful of guests are all busy fucking and sucking with abandon. So Violet joins in, going down on one of her girlfriends. These housewives are not so desperate after all.

Adam & Eve unloaded a huge box of DVD’s on me, so I’ll hang with them on my lonely night—alone as always with porn and dreams of what might have been. In SNOW JOB Carmen Luvana, a blonde wonder who’s hot enough to burn the sun, plays a snowbunny grieving over some rich dude who died. Carmen and a bunch of her girlfriends retreat to a wintry mountain cabin to hear the reading of the will (kind of a weird place to dole out an estate). A series of flashbacks has Carmen’s delirious lips drawing out the sugar in her sugardaddy’s cock before he dies in a car wreck. Brittney Skye proceeds to add a conventional twist to this rather thin plot when she is told the dead dude left her nothing in the will. The situation is resolved when Brittney’s husband plunges a pocket rocket in her pussy. Now there’s a dildo with a payoff.

HONG KONG GOOEY is a two-hour Asian fuckfest. It’s an awesome box of take-out that goes great with some pork fried rice.

There are about a dozen scenes with some of the cutest chop suey in the porn biz, including Mia Smiles, Miko Lee, Kaylina Lei, China Moon, Lilly Thai and Asia Carrena. It’s an awesome box of take-out that goes great with some pork fried rice.

For goo splashing fans, BLOW JOB MANIA is a patched-together compilation tape that’s got to have something in it for ever viewer, considering it’s four hours long.

Carmen Luvana returns again in RACER X, infiltrating an East L.A. street gang that’s into street racing and a variety of crime. Some cool cars in this DVD, along with Carmen getting banged on the hood of a trunk.

In the all-girl category, EXTREME BEHAVIOR 5 continues the car theme with a group of girls who work in a garage. The muff mechanics get a lot more lube out of each other than any of the cars in for repair. After a while they get tired of working on crank cases and take up streetwalking. It seems when a girl works on a car it’s a straight line into prostitution, though I can’t really figure out the connection. In any case they end up in a cat fight to see who gets to work the highest paying corner.

I’d go outside and check out that corner myself, but why bother when you can stay in and watch porn?
Whatz up everybody? I hope all y’all had a Happy New Year’s and everything. It’s 2005, and best believe that ya playa partna got some hot shiznillyollyitt for Portland this year baby!!! My new T.V. show will air in March and it will definitely show the City of Roses whatz really “Crackin!!!” In this month’s article, I’ll let you know about a new spot to kick it, and I’ll also let ya know how the Scarface concert was... Make sure that you also check out the Honey of the Month!!! Ooooh Weee!!!

First Up — OXYGEN WEDNESDAYS

That’s right Oxygen!!! This hot night goes down at Baladna, a new club right across the street from PCC Sylvania at 11830 SW Kerr Pkwy (503-246-8227). It has a real cool atmosphere and they also play the cutz. What else could you expect with DJ O.G. ONE workin’ the turntables? My debonair playa partna “X” got it crackin’ every Wednesday night. It’s ladies’ night baby, and all honeys get in free before 11pm!!! Since it is right across from the college, my man “X” is given MADD love to all students that are 21 and over. They get in free before 11pm. Now that’s love!!! So if you not doing jack shiznit on Wednesdays, make sure to check out Oxygen Wednesdays!!! Tell ’em you heard it from Whatz Crackin’ and get a free trip to the dance floor.... I’m out!!!

Next Up — Whatz Crackin’ T.V.

Yeah baby it’s finally about to be on!!! I told my loyal readers last year that I would be droppin’ a new show for T.V., and it’s about to go down real big!!! This show is going to take you into my world, and show you the places and the people that I write about. We’ve been filming footage for a while now, and it’s about to be on at the beginning of March. Big ups to all the places that welcomed me and my camera crew in. Club H2o, the Viper Room, Alladat Clothing, Club Exotica International, and many other spots around the town. Madd love also goes out to my show’s co-producer Mr. Gary Hassan!!! Thanks for all the hard work homie!!! Make sure to check your local listings in March for Whatz Crackin’ T.V.!!! You might just see yourself.... I’ll holla!!!

Big Ups Scarface!!!

This cat is a real class act!!! When I heard that he was coming to Portland, I knew that I had to be there at the Roseland Theater to check him. The place wasn’t really as packed as I thought it would be, but Scarface performed as if there were 10,000 people in front of him!!! If you missed the show, you missed a real treat. Big ups to Cool Nutz for keepin’ live Hip-Hop on point in Portland. Also congratulations on your new cut with Bosko, E-40, and C-BO. Make sure y’all pick it up, because it’s that “Fire” that you need to be bumbin’!!! Believe that!!!

Honey of the Month

Selena

This sexy chick is not only fly but she is real down to earth. She represents many different races. Selena is mixed with Black, White, Mexican, Philippine, and Shumash Indian. You can check her out downtown at Magic Gardens, and make sure to show her some love. In her spare time this Honey says that she enjoys some good bud and playing with her pussycat. Smooches baby!!!

Next Month

I’ll be giving you the scoop on several local artists that have some hot new music for you to swoop up. I’ll also let you know whatz crackin’ on the national scene. Pictures of The Honey of the Month contest at Club Exotica International will also be available for your viewing pleasure.

Until then, y’all keep it crackin’!!! If you need to holla at me, hit me up at whatzcrackin_J@hotmail.com

One Love,
J.Mack
Late Night Menu!
Dining til 2am Monday-Friday
4am Saturday & Sunday

Now open for lunch Monday-Friday 11:30-2pm!

301 SE MORRISON • (503) 234-1324 • FULL BAR • FULL MENU

www.pdxblackbook.com
Creative? Motivated? Performance Artist?
503 • 515 • 1905
DANCERS ONLY
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- **SUPER BOWL PARTIES @ DANCIN’ BARE & BOTTOM’S UP**
- **SINNERNO CABARET**
  - Sex & Service Industry Night
  - Featuring a Sinful Circus of Burlesque, Fire Dancers, DJs Debauchery/
  - 10pm @ DANTE’S SW 3rd & Burnside

- **AMATEUR NIGHT @ BOTTOM’S UP**
- **SINNERNO CABARET**
  - Sex & Service Industry Night
  - Featuring a Sinful Circus of Burlesque, Fire Dancers, DJs Debauchery/
  - 10pm @ DANTE’S SW 3rd & Burnside

- **MANDATORY MONDAYS with IAN @ SASSY’S 10pm**
- **FIRE STRIPPERS @ DEVIL’S POINT 10pm**

- **AMATEUR NIGHT @ BOTTOM’S UP**
- **SINNERNO CABARET**
  - Sex & Service Industry Night
  - Featuring a Sinful Circus of Burlesque, Fire Dancers, DJs Debauchery/
  - 10pm @ DANTE’S SW 3rd & Burnside

- **AMATEUR NIGHT @ BOTTOM’S UP**
- **SINNERNO CABARET**
  - Sex & Service Industry Night
  - Featuring a Sinful Circus of Burlesque, Fire Dancers, DJs Debauchery/
  - 10pm @ DANTE’S SW 3rd & Burnside
Women dancing for women
Looking for hot creative dancers who would like unique experience dancing for female clientele.
Audition any Tuesday at 9pm
Egyptian Club 3701 SE Division 503-236-8689

DANCERS
Ever wonder how to get started dancing?
MAKES $300-$500 IN CASH EVERY DAY!
Let us teach you how you can earn as you learn.
To get started call 503-692-3655, Mon-Sat after 3pm
Must be at least 18 years old

Now Hiring Enthusiastic Entertainers for 18+ over club. Auditioning for upcoming 21+ over club opening soon. Consistently earn hundreds each night!!! For Big $$$ call Rosie 503-901-5992

BI-CURIOUS LOCALS!!!
Live Male Chat - Record/Listen to ads FREE. Call

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION CALL 503.804.4479

starline entertainment 503.909.2065

DANCERS WANTED
at Portland’s Hottest Clubs
Call for shifts at Club 205, Sassy’s, The Pallas, Nicolai St. Club, Devils Point, Dream-On Saloon 503-772-1533

Boom Boom Room...
Classy exotic dance club on upscale Southeast Barbur Blvd. & now on Southeast Powell is seeking top-quality dancers.
Call 503-869-1440

MODELS WANTED!!!
For 2 high-traffic lingerie modeling shops!
Call John (503) 901-1101

Now Seeking Female Entertainers
Call NOW!! (503) 901-1101

AUDITIONS
for Dante’s Sinferno Cabaret & Voodoo... Tuesday evenings 6pm-9pm @ Dante’s
(1 SW 3rd Ave.) 503.226.6630 for more info

Seeking Female Models
for upskirt, panty fetish photos & videos
Negotiable $$$ - Call 503-475-8194

PORTLAND DRIVERS
Need a driver? We drive for dancers, models, strippers and agencies. Portland / Vancouver Area
24 Hour Adult Entertainment Driver Referral Service 503-258-0287 (ALSO HIRING NEW DRIVERS)

503GIRLS.COM WANTS YOU!
Portland’s Hottest Website, promote Club, dancers, lingerie models! Internet & promotion models needed.
Need your own website? We can build it cheap!
503-481-5012 or email@503girls.com

Hey Girl - Bad Date?
503.535.0901
Portland Metro Area “Leave a message and we’ll spread the word!”

Viagra... $6 a dose! http://KwikMed.com/viagra/137168/

ADULT CHAT LINE
Live Sex - 18+ Over
1 (900) 435-6285
1 (800) 587-6662
come see us at www.fantasyfucks.com

XXX ADULT VIDEOS XXX
400+ VHS Movies, 53 each - Will consider all trades!
Herm at 360-901-2856

MEXICO SEX TOURS
HUNDREDS OF YOUNG, NASTY, LATINA PORN STARS WANT TO MAKE ALL YOUR SEXUAL FANTASIES COME TRUE IN MEXICO.
Three scenic specials! Visit our website www.hotnsexylatinas.com then call Lisa 503-727-2400

FREE VIAGRA
www.hotnsexylatinas.com • email: info@thebestdancers.com

INTERNATIONAL STRIP CLUBS NOW HIRING
In Okinawa, Tokyo, Guam, Florida, Greece, France, Italy, Caribbean, etc...

License agency. Owned by a Female Ex-Dancer!! In the biz for 21 years!
Some clubs pay salary, airfare & provide work permits.
All clubs provide accommodations. Bring your friends!

website: www.thebestdancers.com • email: info@thebestdancers.com

Now Hiring Exotic Dancers
Looking for international work?
Are you ready to up and fly to exciting destinations and dance without all the worries?
Looking for a change? Questions about safety and money? Free accommodations?

No Worries, Call Janet - 1-604-219-8577

Copyright © 2008 by Exotic Magazine.com All rights reserved.

ADVERTISE HERE
503-804-4479

SEX ADDICTS

Model at the cleanest and most elegant lingerie modeling shops in the northwest. Tanning bed, shower & bath and more, come and experience the difference!

STAGE DANCERS: TIRED OF BENDING OVER FOR A BUCK?
CALL TODAY AND MAKE THE MONEY YOU DESERVE!

Private Pleasures - Secret Rendezvous - Secret Pleasures
503.909.2065
BAR MANAGER NEEDED
FOR 1-2 QUALITY
TURN-KEY
GENTLEMEN'S CLUBS.
CALL 360-901-3617
FOR INTERVIEW

FOR SALE
BOOM BOOM EAST
633 SE POWELL
EVERYTHING IS STILL NEW!
KITCHEN, PATIO, ALL
EQUIPMENT. CAN BE EASILY
CONVERTED TO SPORTS BAR
OR NEIGHBORHOOD BAR.
TERMS NEGOTIABLE. WILL
CARRY CONTRACT.
CALL 360-901-3617

BEAUTIFUL, ENERGETIC
MOTIVATED & INDEPENDENT

FEMALE ENTERTAINERS
NEEDED!

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
IN WORKING FOR AN ALL FEMALE
OWNED AND OPERATED BUSINESS!

503-901-1101
CALL TODAY!

AIRPORT G-SPOT
8654 NE SANDY BLVD
503.252.8777

SE G-SPOT
5241 SE 72ND
503.771.8050

NE G-SPOT
3400 NE 82ND
503.261.1111
DEVILS POINT
MON-FRI 11:30AM - 2:30AM SAT-SUN 2PM-2:30AM

Mondays
FIRE STRIPPERS
TY Fyre, Ivizia & Amelia w/DJ Addiction

Tuesdays
FATALBEAUTY.COM
Sexy Internet Girls w/DJ Kenoy

Wednesdays
NEW WAVE WEDNESDAYS
Spinning the hits of the 50's
w/DJ Kenoy & The ladies of the 80's

Thursdays
DEVIL DOLLS
Sexy Devil Strippers w/DJ Kenoy

LIVE MUSIC

Upcoming Shows!

FEB 04 - SUPERHOT
FEB 11 - DEVILS POINT 4 YEAR ANNIVERSARY W/ PORTLAND SS & THE FILM!
FEB 15 - BOTTLETRAP, GIN & TILLIANA, POLLY HIGH
FEB 25 - STARBAN

Saturdays
SUICIDEGIRLS.COM
Alternative Naked Girls w/DJ Kenoy

Sundays
KARAOKE SABBATH
4000+ Plus Songs • Rock Star Stage

5305 SE FOSTER • PORTLAND, OREGON • (503) 774-4513

Featuring
Selena
of fatalbeauty.com
every Tuesday 9pm-Close
& Sunday 4pm-9pm
SINFERNO
sex industry night
SUNDAYS
10pm-2:30am

Dante’s
1 SW 3rd & Burnside • Tel. 22.666.30
The human male has a deep and abiding fear of the machine. The machine has replaced skilled factory workers, and a machine can outthink the world's greatest chess player (such as Gary Kasparov's defeat at the hands of the computer DeepBlue in a 1997 chess match). But there is a deeper fear. The truth is the deepest root of all these fears is the fear that male sexual prowess cannot compete with fucking machines. Any live demo of thethrillhammer, whether at one of Las Vegas' various sex expositions or right here at Portland's homegrown Masturbate-a-thon, is all you'll need to realize the machines have won again.

I first saw thethrillhammer in action at the first Masturbate-a-thon, held at what was then called The Dungeon in Southeast Portland. While a Seattle band called Blue Frame played porno funk for background music, several women mounted thethrillhammer to taste the heights of orgasmic bliss. Aural voyeur that I am, I recorded the first two women digitally with my stereo minidisc. Sure, photographs of the event would've been great, but the orgasms I got on disc are far more erotic than anything printed could ever be.

The master of ceremonies—or at least the master of the masturbatibg machine—is named Allen. He is one half of the husband and wife team Allen and Daphna, the owners and operators of thethrillhammer.com website, purveyors of fine custom-built sex machinery for the high end market and co-sponsors with Darklady of the first three Masturbate-a-thons. They are the sweetest, funniest couple you will ever meet.

Guess if you're in the fucking machine business you've got to have a sense of humor. Allen never misses a joke. He can put a crowd at ease with his jokes as adeptly as he puts the ladies at ease with a wave of his magic wand (the machine, that is). With everyone comfortable and a volunteer in the driver's seat, Alan starts the dildo of choice spinning and pumping with his control box. He is quick to give lessons on the operation of the control box and many women line up to get themselves off.

Allen's operation of thethrillhammer blurs the lines between masturbation, machine sex and sex with Allen, but he doesn't seem to mind. Anyway the machine never gets tired and Allen never gets tired of getting women off. He's approaching a thousand satisfied customers, with no sign of letting up.

The creation of thethrillhammer and the various spin-off businesses were a long time in germination, but when the time was right, Allen and Daphna's plan came together very quickly. The actual ideas for thethrillhammer go back to Allen's fascination with such parallel cultural phenomena as the Orgasmatron in Woody Allen's Sleeper, the old-school Apple 2 computer game Leisure Suit Larry and “Sy Borg” from Joe's Garage by Frank Zappa. Sounds sick, no? Yes, but the ends do justify the means, most definitely.

Thethrillhammer can be built to spec with any kind of chair or upholstery and a wide range of machinery and dildos, but the standard demo model is a nice slick silver grey chair. With a little bit of oil you can slide all over it.

There was some resistance on the part of Daphna to the idea of building thethrillhammer, but now she is as into it as Allen is. Back in Seattle when they were living on a classic 1951 yacht, a Bullnose Chris Craft to be specific, Allen began to covet a gynecological exam chair he saw in an antique store. He could not get the idea of the chair—and his planned modifications—out of his mind. Daphna nixed the idea as the chair's weight would have been about a third of the weight of the yacht. Plus, where would they put it?

Many months later as the internet boom was reaching its own orgasmic heights, Allen realized that all the elements were in place to start up the first tele-sex internet fucking machine site on the web and make a killing. He just needed that chair.....

His wife gave him an ultimatum: find the chair and give her a specific dollar amount of what it would take to start the business and then he could have it. She gave him one day.

Allen was able to find the tattoo parlor in Renton, Washington, that the chair had been sold to, bought it for next-to-nothing and got Daphna the budget she demanded. The Super Humongous Corporation Incorporated and thethrillhammer.com were created in a day.

In the realm of commercial tele-dildonics there were only a few products, such as the failed Safe Sex Plus in the early 90's, which was a consumer vibrator that had a function that changed the colors on a computer screen to match the activity of the vibrator. There was one other product built by a company called Simulate. It was a cool internet-controlled handheld vibrator that acts like a heat seeking rabbit. But no one was focusing on large scale internet-controlled fucking machines. That was the territory that Allen and his team set out to claim.

The first machine was built to be a super cock. Allen and company began working with Sybian, which is the Rolls-Royce of vibrators, taking their best unit and souping it up to make it even better. The average Sybian clit vibrator runs at 6500 rpms; thethrillhammer runs up to 7000
Allen has videotaped hundreds of amateurs and porn models, including Portland’s own adult film star, Corina Curves, in her record-breaking fifty-seven minute ride. These collaborations with girls who have their own chat rooms and websites have been good for the girls, giving their members something new to look at, and good for thethrilhammer.com website, which acquires five-star content for its archives and live shows.

Thethrilhammer has been featured in Home Grown Video’s Sex Machine series which has been on the market for the past four years. One of Allen’s videos claimed the distinction of becoming the fourteenth most-rented pro/am adult video of June 2004, according to AVN. Allen says that they acheived that standing because what people want is “real women having real orgasms.” I saw thethrilhammer produce two orgasms at the Masturbate-a-thon and they are about as real as real gets.

Other partners include NightMoves, which has featured a revolving cast of about fifty porn stars to date. Allen and thethrilhammer joined the NightMoves rolling porn caravan in the Tampa area as they made a long string of guest appearances at local strip clubs. Portland’s ChickShack is another collaborator that’s always looking for new content featuring thethrilhammer. A newly completed video for HBO’s Cathouse series will air in March 2005.

Recently, thethrilhammer went on the road to the Chicken Ranch in Pahrump, Nevada. It was renamed the Roto-Rooster and one of the working girls, Mimi, testified that when the rooster got into the hen house she had her best orgasm ever.

Allen is the kind of weird dude that actually likes musicals. He says his experiences at the Chicken Ranch and Dennis Hof's Moonlight Bunny Ranch in Carson City, Nevada, were like a surreal, uncensored version of The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas. The local regulars got to play with the girls using the sex machine in person and the web remote regulars got to play with them via the miracle of tele-dildonics.

Everybody made out like a bandit. And the accolades keep rolling in. thethrilhammer recently had its claim to fame as the “World’s First Internet-Controlled Sex Machine” acknowledged by the newly opened Museum of Sex in New York City with a permanent display in their exhibition area. Fine art photographer Timothy Archibald traveled with Allen to the brothels for an extensive book he is preparing on sex machines. Photos of Allen setting up and operating the machine will form a large section of the book.

But the biggest moneymaker for The Super Humongous Company Incorporated doesn’t have a thing to do with the internet market. It is the making and selling of customized sex machines. Machines start at $4,200 and go up from there. The more features a customer requests, the higher the cost. Price doesn’t really seem to be an object for this market. Often the women who buy the machines are busy professionals who have plenty of money but no time for a sex life. Now they can just hop on the machine for a while and then get back to work. Another market for thethrilhammer is the gay community and the BDSM crowd, well-educated users with lots of disposable income. It’s hard to put a price on pleasure isn’t it?

The next frontier for Allen is a machine to get guys off (Allen is a great believer in fairness and equal time). This involves the science of haptics, incorporating touch into a total immersion virtual environment that would allow the male user to reach out and touch a 3D scanned model of his favorite porn star. One step further would be an actual remote sex encounter with these same stars, complete with a ‘cock sock’, special gloves and a full body suit. Sound crazy? So did thethrilhammer five years ago.

If you want to see thethrilhammer live you’ve got to wait for the next Masturbate-a-thon in October of this year. But why wait? Buy one for your wife, your girlfriend or yourself. Remember one thing though, you may just have made yourself (or your man) obsolete. Machines can do it so much better.
NOW SELECTIVELY HIRING
Beautiful, Determined and Dependable

Dancers & Lingerie Models

Secret
Pleasures
503.761.4040
24 Hours / 7 Days

Secret
Pleasures
503.644.5730
Sun-Thu 10am-12mid,
Fri & Sat 10am-2am

Private
Pleasures
503.768.9235
24 Hours / 7 Days

24 HR. HOTLINE
503.909.2065

Valentine Video
Buy 2 & the 3rd is FREE!

THOUSANDS
OF
XXX DVD
& VHS

$10
OR LESS!

EXTREME IMPORTS
AND
UNDERGROUND VIDEOS

HARD TO FIND
CLASSICS ON DVD

4-16 HOUR DVD'S!

5335 NE Sandy Blvd.
NOON-10PM, 7 DAYS A WEEK • ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Double your pleasure...
Double your fun...

Double your.

92ND
CLUB
505
CLUB
505 NW BURNSIDE
GRESHAM
503-771-6966
503-466-2286

GOOD THINGS COME IN PAIRS...
Always bringing you the hottest models

Chloë

The Gentlemen’s Choice in Private Lingerie Modeling

Secret Rendezvous
503-761-4040
12503 SE Division, C
24 Hours / 7 Days

Secret PLEASURES
503-644-5730
4345 SW Rose Biggl Ave.
Sun-Thu 10am - 2am
Fri & Sat 10am - 4am

Private Pleasures
503-768-9235
5W 53rd & Barbur Blvd.
24 Hours / 7 Days
Featuring the Northwest's HOTTEST Dancers

THE Fire House CABARET

Full Bar • Kitchen • Lottery

Quality Not Quantity!
We DON'T have the Most Girls
We Just have the BEST Girls

XXX NIGHT
Friday February 18th
Win Free Porn All Night Long!!

FETISH NIGHT
Saturday February 26th
Whips, Chains & Gerbils

5782 Portland RD NE • Salem Oregon • 503.393.4782
Just 40 Minutes from Downtown Portland • I-5 South Exit 260B then 1 mile east
**Hard Times**

**OPEN 24 HOURS**

**VHS BLOWOUT SALE!**
ALL $9.99 VHS MOVIES
NOW 4 FOR $25
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN!

**VHS SALE!**
ON ALL MAJOR NEW RELEASES
STARTING AS LOW AS $14.99
MULTI-CHANNEL ARCADE

311 NW BROADWAY • PORTLAND, OR • 503-223-2398

---

**Www.taboovideo.com**

“for your eyes only...
private viewing booths”

**Taboo**
ADULT VIDEO

VHS as low as $4.95

DVDs as low as $6.95

Rentals (as low as $1)
Lotions (as low as $1)
Magazines, Toys,
Novelties and Games
Multi-Channel Arcade

PORTLAND’S LARGEST SUPERSTORE
2380 S.E. 82nd Ave.  503-777-6033

DOWNTOWN LOCATION
237 S.E. MLK Blvd.  503-239-1678

VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON
4811 N.E. 94th Ave.  360-254-1126
#1 in customer satisfaction

Leilani
Always the hottest models!

Intimate Obsessions
SWEET TEMPTATIONS & SIZZLING SENSATIONS
322 SE 82ND AVE. (503) 254-4226

Collette
Always the best prices!

Sheer Sensations
NEW DOWNSTAIRS LOCATION!
1441 SE 82ND AVE. (503) 774-1344
THE SMOKE SHACK
DRIVE-THRU Discount Tobacco

WE WILL MATCH ANYONE'S PRICES
(MENTION THIS AD AND GET 10% OFF ALL GLASSWARE)
Locally Blown Glass and Water Pipes,
Adult Novelties, & Gag Gifts

The Smoke Shack
5030 SE Foster Rd.
503-775-3646

Still Smokin
12302 SE Powell Blvd
503-762-4219

The Gentlemen’s Choice
in Private Lingerie Modeling

ASHLEY
MARIAH

Private Pleasures
503.768.9235
5W 53rd & Barbur Blvd.
24 Hours / 7 Days

Secret Rendezvous
503.761.4040
12503 SE Division, C
24 Hours / 7 Days

goth  industrial  darkwave

dj horrid & dj blackout alternating weekends
www.darkhive.com for schedule
every sunday – 9pm – $3
Lola’s Room @ the Crystal Ballroom
1332 w Burnside – 503.225.5555 – 21+
February Special
$35
House Fee

Let us help fulfill all of your Valentine fantasies

Clothing
Stockings
Garters
Gifts

Intimate
one on one
lingerie modeling

Heaven’s Closet

5429 SE 72nd Ave
(503) 771-1695

5427 SE 72nd Ave
(503) 777-1365

JARDIN
Lingerie Modeling
Baby Dolls
SOUTHWEST'S FINEST

Corner of 30th & Barbur
9050 SW Barbur Blvd. (503) 248-4545
Discreet back lot parking
with side door entrance.

STOP BY AND TREAT YOURSELF RIGHT!
LET "KIMBERLEE" FULFILL YOUR EVERY FANTASY WITH SIZZLING 30 MIN. SESSIONS. PORTLAND'S BEST!

NOW HIRING BOTH LOCATIONS

Honey Suckles
LINGERIE
3520 NE 82ND AVE.
(503) 252-8351 • Discreet Parking